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Recent Publications

Book Chapters


C1: Articles


Other Research Activities

Conference presentations

Anne Carter –


Matthew Lister:
1. "LGTBQ Asylum and Refugee Cases: Problems and Prospects" Australasian Society for Legal Philosophy Conference, Sydney

Marilyn McMahon and Paul McGorrery,
## Conference presentations


**Oscar Roos**
1. ‘The Kirk Structural Implication’. 2019 Constitutional Theory Scholars’ Day on 25 July 2019 at the University of Melbourne Law School
2. Deakin Law School Law School Research Seminar

**David Tan,**

## Research Seminars; Panels; Presentations


## Media

**Abdullah Alajlan**: Radio Interview: 'Money Today, Recent Changes in the Financial Services Regulations', *Australia Today*, (SBS Radio (Arabic), 24 July 2019),

**Sonia Allan**